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Run Sheet

1. Steve - Introduction (4min)
2. David - Q1 Producing SW that costs less to sustain 
(4min)
3. Peter - Q2 - The importance of the community (4min)
4. Steve - Q3 - Producing software that is adaptable. (4min)
5. Group breakout to answer 3 questions (20min)
6. Share (20min)
7. Wrapup (5min)  



Introduction - Steve

Overall scope of BOF
- What lessons have we learnt by developing 
software with an eye on sustainability?
- Method - split into smaller groups and discuss 
3 questions; then come back and share.
- example Tardis - what would have been done 
differently in starting with a cloud based world?



Q1. Cost (David)

How can we make 
software sustainable?
Open Source is not a 
'hippy love in', it is a 
business model.
A business model 
dependent on skill.
How much skill do 
you need? = cost



Q1: How much does skills cost?

● Community development 
costs more than co-location 
development, e.g. 
○ OSS => 2+2=5 <--NO!

● The reality of cost is 2 + 2 + 
2 = 3

● But, there is a zero sum gain 
w/ Open Source...

● But only if it is does right: 
Open Source isn't a license it 
is an ethos, like Agile...?



Q2. Community (Peter)

● Do you need a community? (probably)
● Be open from day 0, or day -1
● Be installable and try-outable (virtual helps)
● Design for the community, ready to scale
● Growing installed base is the first priority - if 

they like the software then they can sort out 
its sustainability



Q3. Adaptability (Steve)

MyTardis 2009:
1 Developer Contribution
1 Institution
1 Scientific Discipline (Protein Crystallography)

MyTardis 2012:
18 Developer Contributions
10 Institutions
>8 Scientific Disciplines



Q3. 2009: Small and Public



Q3. 2009: Released / Published Early



Q3. Growing Pains



Q3. Time for a Product Manager?



Q3. Communication and Helpers



Q3. Communication and Helpers

Have a product manager!

Developers: Be a model open source citizen!

Communicate relentlessly.

???



Breakout session



Sharing...



Wrap up


